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Throughout her literary history, India has a tradition of orally transmitting metrical texts, which account for the vast majority of Indo-Aryan linguistic corpora. 
In Early Middle Indo-Aryan (Prakrit), mora metre (Mātrik Chand) developed in addition to the existing syllabic metre (Vārṇik Chand), and later on musical metre (Tāla Chand) was also incorporated into the metrical system. In modern literary practice of North India, these three categories of metre are still in use. 
Hindi-Urdu is the largest New Indo-Aryan language spoken in North India. Hindi is the official language of India, and Urdu the national language of Pakistan. While the grammar and phonology of Hindi and Urdu are essentially the same, they have distinct poetic traditions. Hindi metre is based on traditional and indigenous Indo-Aryan prosody, whereas Urdu has incorporated Perso-Arabic metre, which was probably foreign to the phonological rhythm of Indo-Aryan languages. 
Metres used in Hindi literature (Brajbhasha and Avadhi) fall under two major categories, Vārṇik Chand(syllabic metre) and Mātrik Chand(moraic metre). While some forms of Mātrik Chandare traceable to the Prākr̥ta Paiṅgalaṁ, a survey of Prakrit and Apabhramsha metrical forms composed in the fourteenth century, many are peculiar to Hindi. 
The Mātrik Chand is based on the counting of morae (mātrā), that is units of syllabic weight. A heavy/long syllable, either containing a long vowel or a diphthong, or being followed by a consonant cluster, counts as having two morae. A light/short syllable, which is not followed by a consonant cluster, has one mora. The original short ‘a’, which is reduced in Modern Hindi, counts in metrical scansion and has a mora value. Some syllables can be counted as having either one or two morae, e.g. a syllable followed by a consonant cluster whose second member is the semivowel ‘y’ or ‘r’. The diphthongs ‘e’ and ‘o’, and sometimes any long vowel as well, can be counted as short if metre requires it. Due to the uncertainties of early
Hindi orthography, the anusvāra symbol can be treated either as a nasal segment or as a sign for vowel nasalization.
Classical Urdu borrowed not only the adapted Perso-Arabic script but also the Persian metrical system, which in turn originated from Arabic. This is also a moraic system with some peculiarities. In the Perso-Arabic writing system of Urdu, medial short vowels ‘a’, ‘i’ and ‘u’ are not written, but metre distinguishes mutaḥarrik ‘moving’ letters, which have a vowel (CV), from sākin ‘silent’ letters, which do not have a vowel (C). Light syllables are of the shape CV. There are two types of heavy syllables, CVC and CVV. A consonant, following a long vowel or a diphthong which is also treated as a sākinletter (C), is regarded as mutaḥarrik that accompanies a short ‘a’ and counts as one syllable (CV). Let us consider nāmas ‘name’ (مان) 
an example. The character alif and ,ā represents which ,(ا) mīm() are sākin (C) letters, but mīm in this word is treated as mamutaḥarrik (CV). In a conjunction of three sākin (C) letters, the first is treated as sākin (C), the second as mutaḥarrik (CV) and the third is dropped, as in the word rāst.CVCCV ‘straight’ (تسار) 
There are eight types of feet (fa-‘ū-lun (˘ ˉ ˉ), fā-‘i-lun (ˉ ˘ ˉ), ma-fā-‘ī-lun (˘ ˉ ˉ ˉ), fā-‘i-lā-tun (ˉ ˘ ˉ ˉ), mus-taf-‘i-lun (ˉ ˉ ˘ ˉ), maf-‘ū-lā-tu (ˉ ˉ ˉ ˘), mu-fā-‘i-la-tun (˘ ˉ ˘ ˘ ˉ), mu-ta-fā-‘i-lun (˘ ˘ ˉ ˘ ˉ) ), which derive from the feet of Arabic metre and their variations. The combinations of these eight foot types create twelve verse types, which are the same as in Arabic metre. But in Perso-Arabic metre of Urdu,  munṣariḥ, muẓāre ̔, muqtaẓab, mujtath, ḵẖafīf and sarī are not used for actual composition, and we can find only their variations instead.
Now, if we assume that the syllabic weight of CVV is equal to that of CVC, it turns out that the ways of counting morae by Mātrik Chandand by Perso-Arabic metre are essentially the same. In Mātrik Chand, the reduced ‘a’ is taken into account in scanning a prosodic line, whereas in Persian metre it is not counted. But in both cases, the number of morae ends up the same, so in  Mātrik Chandba-da-na ‘body’ is 3 syllables with one mora each and in Perso-Arabic metre it is counted as ba-dan, 2 syllables with 3 (1+2) morae.
Conjunct consonants are treated differently in Mātrik Chand and Perso-Arabic metre. For example, in Mātrik Chand: duśmana CVCCVCV ˉ ˘ ˘ vs. Perso-Arabic metre: duš-man ‘enemy’ CVC-CVC ˉ ˉ. In both cases the numbers of the morae are the same. 
While all letters are treated as CV or C as mentioned above, the letter he () denoting aspiration is not counted as having a mora value. Therefore, in both Mātrik Chandand the Perso-Arabic metre, aspiration is treated similarly. Alif ,(ا) ye and (ى) wāoو) ) added to indicate long vowels at the end of Indo-Aryan words or diphthongs ‘ai’ and ‘au’, can be ignored in metrical scansion. Taking these facts into consideration, Urdu mora counting ends up the same as in Mātrik Chand. The character ye ( ,example For .metre Arabic-Perso in counted not is words Aryan-Indo certain in (ىpyār ‘love’ CVVC ˉ ˘. In Mātrik Chandas well, if the second consonant of conjunct consonants of a perfect form is ‘y’, the preceding syllable with a short vowel is not
counted as having 2 morae, e.g. ḍaryau ‘to be frightened’ ˘ ˉ.
Alongside these similarities, differences between Mātrik Chandand the Perso-Arabic metre should also be mentioned. A remarkable difference consists in the alignment of the word boundary with metrical sections inside a line. In Mātrik Chand, a verse in which a word straddles the caesura ( yati) is highly disfavored. But it is okay for a word to straddle the foot boundary in Perso-Arabic metre, because the foot structure is not intended to agree with New Indo-Aryan rhythm and a word boundary does not necessarily coincide with it.
Moreover, by way of word-sandhi, alif and (ا) wāo conjunction the ,example For .word preceding the of end the with connected be can word a of beginning the at (و) aur .omitted be can and word previous the of consonant the with connected be can (روا) r of aur is metrically treated as mutaḥarrik (CV). 
1. P(h)ū-l au-r/CVV-CV CVC-CV 
2. P(h)ū-lau-r/CVV-CVC-CV 
3. P(h)ū-lu-r/CVV-CV-CV
Of these three kinds of sandhi, the third one is not known in Hindi. 
Although Perso-Arabic metre is defined in terms of letters as stated above, many exceptional rules are applied to adjust the letters to the original pronunciation. Therefore, compared to Mātrik Chand, Perso-Arabic metre of Urdu looks more complex. 
Perso-Arabic metres in Urdu appeared much later than Mātrik Chandeven among Muslim poets. The earliest examples are found in fifteenth- or sixteenth-century Dakkinīpoetry. Kabīr, Jāysī and other poets who represent early literature of Midland New Indo-Aryan used Mātrik Chandas non-Muslim poets did. In this stage, difference in religion was not reflected on the literary style and language themselves. Hindu poets such as Tulsīdās and Sūrdās also used a certain amount of Perso-Arabic vocabulary. As poets of the same region, they obviously had much in common. Both Jāysī and Tulsīdās are Avadhi poets, so they composed poems in a similar style and language, while they belonged to different religious traditions, that is,
Rama Bhakti and Sufism. Still, Sufi poets who did not get formal poetic training of Mātrik Chanddid not follow its conventions strictly, possibly because they were less bound by literary traditions. 
It is thus clear that the same metrical forms can be explained by Mātrik Chandas well as by Perso-Arabic prosody. The Perso-Arabic metre applied to Urdu makes some exceptions to the rule in order to adjust to the syllabic weight of New Indo-Aryan, and the way of counting metrical weight is not different from Mātrik Chand. It is highly possible that poets found that practically the same metrical forms can be composed either by Mātrik Chandor by Perso-Arabic metre, so they composed verses in a metrical system popular at that time. Atually, many metrical forms of Mātrik Chandcan be defined by Perso-Arabic metre as well. Take dohā, for example, one of the most popular metres during the Bhakti period. Dohā is a couplet in
which each line has 13 + 11 morae and rhymes ˘ ˉ at the end. According to the definition of Perso-Arabic metre, many variations of dohā are found to be canonical, such as,
1) fe‘lun - - fe‘lun - - fā‘ilun - ˘ -, fā‘i - ˘ fa‘ūlun ˘ - - fā‘i - ˘. 13+11
2) fe‘lun - - fe‘lun - - fe‘lun - - fa‘-, fe‘lun - - fe‘lun - - fā‘i - ˘. 14+11
3) fe‘l - ˘ fa‘ūlun ˘ - - fe‘lun - - fa ˘, fe‘lun - - fa‘ūlun ˘ - - fa‘ -. 13+11
4) fe‘lun - - fe‘lun - - fe‘l - ˘ fa‘ -, fā‘i -˘ fa‘ūlun ˘ - - fā‘i - ˘. 13+11
5) fe‘lun - - fe‘lun - - fe‘l - ˘ fa‘ -, fe‘lun - - fe‘lun - - fā‘i - ˘. 13+11 etc.
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These are quite similar to the definition of dohā by Mātrik Chand, but even in these cases, there are lines which contain 25 morae as in the second example. This fact makes us suspect that Urdu poets learned dohā by ear and tried to compose a similar verse. As a consequence, the dohās by early Sufi poets contain many irregularities from the viewpoint of Mātrik Chand.
When we consider the background underlying the hypermetric dohās in the works of Sufi poets, the importance of recitational performance should also be noted. As it is partly still the case nowadays, the verses were composed for recitation and not for printed publication. According to Shivnandan Prasad, the author of a comparative study of Mātrik Chand, hypermetrical dohās never contain more than 16 morae in a pāda, because those verses were sung in Tāla Chand musical metre. One line of dohā is divided into 4 musical bars, each bar containing 8 morae. It means that an odd pāda is filled up anyway to make two bars, i.e. 8 + 8 = 16 morae, whether it has 13, 14 or 15 morae. The same holds true for an even pāda, which
typically contains 11 morae. On the other hand, if a pāda has more than 16 morae, it would be difficult to sing. What later poetical tradition considers aberrance from the rules of prosody as in those hypermetrical dohās did not count as such to the Sufi poets or singers, as long as they did not exceed 16 morae and could be sung in a similar way to more ‘academic’, traditionally-based Mātrik Chand verses. In an early period, Hindu and Sufi poets influenced each other, or rather worked from a shared literary heritage, which included same metrical forms. The adoption of Perso-Arabic prosody by Muslim poets is a later phenomenon.
In European poetry, English poets such as Shakespeare borrowed Italian sonnet, and Latin poets introduced Greek metre, and borrowing foreign metre is nothing uncommon. But the motivation behind the borrowing might be different. Urdu poets, who were Muslims, must have preferred Persian poetry to Hindu Bhakti poetry as the model of their composition, and adapting Persian metre was a natural consequence of that preference. But introduction of foreign metre did not change the linguistic rhythm itself, and Urdu poetry still have much in common with Hindi poetry in terms of prosody.
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